Abstract

A major challenge in human-robot interaction (HRI) is creating the “social fluidity” necessary for humans to perceive the interaction as life-like. During verbal interactions, for instance, the speech content itself is not the only thing that matters. Rather, things like timing, cadence, and manner of speaking are necessary to speak “like a native”, yet those attributes vary significantly by language and cultural setting. To that end, we developed a bilingual virtual avatar (Korean and English speaking) capable of autonomous speech during cooperative gameplay with a human participant in a social survival video game. We then ran a series of experiments with 60 participants (30 English speakers and 30 Korean speakers) interacting with the avatar during 30-minute game sessions. The experiments included several conditions, in which we modified the avatar’s speech behavior in different ways while collecting multiple types of data (audio-visual recordings, speech data, gameplay data, human perceptions). Results showed significant differences between English and Korean speakers during the experiment. Korean speakers spoke less on average and had more negative speech sentiment, while the English speakers spoke more frequently and had more positive speech sentiment. The avatar was also more likely to interrupt the human’s speech in English than Korean, despite having the same design. Furthermore, Korean speakers perceived more social presence when the avatar engaged in more repetitive speech behavior, while English speakers perceived more when the avatar was more “chatty”. We suggest that these results likely relate to cultural differences between East Asian cultures and Western cultures in terms of the social norms that govern appropriate social interaction behavior, and discuss the implications for future work on interactive speech agents.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

One of the major goals in the field of human-robot interaction (HRI) is geared toward creating artificial intelligence (AI) that can emulate natural human social behavior to produce better interactive technology. Part of that challenge is creating the “social fluidity” in artificial agents necessary for humans to perceive an interaction as life-like. Such fluidity can be defined in the sense of social presence, which is the feeling of being there with a real person (Oh et al., 2018). More broadly, this relates to Dennett’s work on triggering an intentional stance in humans toward artificial agents, and the attribution of agency to such agents (averse to machines) (Dennett, 1971). However, understanding what might constitute social presence is dependent on the cultural and linguistic setting that the interaction takes place (Lowry et al., 2010). Indeed, many of us have had this experience when speaking a second language which is not our mother tongue. Simply producing the verbal content is not always sufficient … there is a timing, cadence, and manner of speaking that is necessary to speak “like a native” (Enfield, 2017; Koutsombogera & Vogel, 2019). Past research has even shown there are cognitive differences in bilingual speakers depending on the language they are actively speaking (Kousta et al., 2008).

There are a variety of ways that cultural and linguistic differences might impact HRI (see Section 1.2), but a good starting point is to characterize the effects of those differences on HRI by empirically examining them in detail within particular interaction modalities, e.g. speech behavior. To do so, however, it is necessary to understand how social interaction might work with the exact same agent but in different languages or cultures. Moreover, such differences are often context-specific, e.g. idiomatic language (Gwóźdź, 2019; Chahboun et al., 2021), implying that contrived lab experiments often lack the necessary context to truly elicit the subtle differences that occur in vivo. Rather, we need goal-oriented environments that require free-form yet context-specific social interaction (Sabanovic et al., 2006; Jung & Hinds, 2018). Cooperative games are one such possible environment, which have been used in various HRI research studies in the past few years (Correia et al., 2016; Jesso et al., 2020).

In this paper, we sought to explore these questions within such a cooperative game paradigm, where an autonomous virtual avatar agent played a survival video game with human participants while socially interacting with them in different languages (Bennett et al., 2022b). To further test the linguistic effects, we also explored how human perceptions of social presence of the agent were affected by alterations to the avatar’s speech behavior across languages.

1.2 HRI Speech Systems

There has been much prior research on HRI speech systems over the past 20 years (Thomasz et al., 2016), as well as a more recent focus on the effects of culture (Lim et al., 2021). Such cultural differences are embedded in the languages we speak, otherwise known as linguistic relativity (Deutscher, 2010). Human speech behaviors, including things such as turn-taking cues, interruption speech, backchanneling, and sentiment conveyance, manifest in different ways in different languages, and are notably different in languages and cultures considered more “distant”, such as Western and
East Asian cultures. For instance, silence (i.e. social pauses) can often be seen as a strong indicator of communicative breakdown in Western cultures, yet it can represent a very appropriate (even necessary) contribution to dialogue in high-context East Asian cultures (Bruneau, 1973).

In the domain of HRI, there has been research on the effects of turn-taking (Skantze, 2021), interruptions (Fischer et al., 2021), affective communication (Bennett & Sabanovic, 2014), politeness levels (Seok et al., 2022), and communication failures (Honig & Oron-Gilad, 2018), among other aspects, during speech interactions between robots and humans. There has also been research exploring how those aspects affect conversational agents in general regardless of the form factor of the agent, such as personal assistant devices (Doyle et al., 2021) or characters in virtual reality environments (Slater, 2009). Primarily, researchers have focused on human perceptions of the robot or agent as it relates to speech behaviors, whether from the standpoint of likeability and animacy (Bartneck et al., 2009) or more complex notions of social presence (see Section 1.1) (Oh et al., 2018). The latter relates to the immersion of an interactive experience, which can be thought of as the dividing line between illusion and reality (Gonzalez-Franco & Lanier, 2017).

While there has been some prior work on second-language learners in HRI (Engwall et al., 2021), there is still limited research on direct comparisons of linguistic differences with fluent speakers using the same robot or virtual avatar platform in different languages, particularly the effects of those differences on social interaction during HRI. However, understanding those effects is critical for addressing some of the questions raised above in Section 1.1. Beyond verbal interaction itself, there is also of course an interplay of speech with non-verbal aspects of communication, which is a topic we return to later in this paper. Suffice it to say, there are a number of open questions and research avenues toward better understanding how HRI speech systems are influenced by language and culture.

1.3 Research Aims

The focus of this study is on whether there are differences across languages in how people interact with a robot or virtual avatar. To test this, we created a bilingual virtual avatar (Korean and English speaking) capable of context-specific autonomous speech during cooperative gameplay in a social survival video game (Bennett et al., 2022b). As mentioned in Section 1.1, cooperative game paradigms are a good research environment for this, since they demand goal-oriented behavior where players must socially interact and cooperate to survive. We then recruited both Korean speakers and English speakers to participate in a series of experiments.

To test the effects of language, we created several conditions where the speech behavior of the avatar was altered in different ways, then compared how that affected human speech behavior between the languages, as well as participant perceptions of social presence of the avatar agent. Our focus here is on the speech system itself, and alterations thereof, rather than non-verbal communication. Although, there are numerous potential research avenues, including the interplay with non-verbal aspects, that could be further explored in future work (see Discussion section). In brief, the goals can be summarized as attempting to understand:

1) Differences across languages in how people verbally interact with a robot or virtual avatar
2) How alterations to artificial speech systems have different effects across languages
3) Whether the above differences relate to human perceptions of a robot or virtual avatar

2. Methods

2.1 Virtual Avatar & Speech System Development

To study the questions described in the Introduction section, we developed a virtual avatar capable of autonomous speech during a cooperative survival game (described in Section 2.2). The virtual avatar and speech system (henceforth referred to as the “Social AI”) was the subject of extensive development and testing that included both recording naturalistic human vs human gameplay as well as evaluation of the different developed speech components onboard the avatar, which has been described in detail previously elsewhere (Bennett et al. 2022; Suh et al., 2021, Bennett & Weiss, 2022). The Social AI was capable of hundreds of different speech utterances covering 46 different utterance categories, each related to a particular game situation (e.g. collecting resources, fighting monsters, deciding where to go next) organized as a hierarchy with several levels. Those speech utterances were both self-generated based on internal logic of the Social AI, as well as responses to human player speech via automatic speech recognition (ASR). The speech responses were similar in both English and Korean (i.e. the virtual avatar was bilingual, in essence).

The system was developed through first recording and annotating human vs. human gameplay in the same game environment, in both English and Korean (using native speakers), to produce parallel speech corpora. Subsequently, initial versions of the Social AI were then tested during avatar vs. human gameplay pre-tests to identify missing capabilities, which were then augmented. The speech system was implemented in custom code written in Python, using locally-installed (Windows or Mac) voice packages as part of the Text-to-Speech (TTS) module, with the audio output redirected to an internal “virtual” microphone jack. The ASR component used the Microsoft Azure speech-to-text API for human speech recognition in both English and Korean. The speech output (via the internal microphone jack) was then directed to the Loomie application (https://www.loomielive.com/), where we created a visual avatar capable of moving its lips synchronously with the speech (see gameplay example figure in Section 2.3). The Loomie avatar was also capable of some basic built-in gestures, but we did not attempt to modify those for the current experiments. In total, approximately one year was spent developing the system prior to starting the experiments described below.

2.2 Cooperative Game Environment

In the current study, we utilized a video game called Don’t Starve Together for our cooperative game environment (https://www.klei.com/games/dont-starve-together), which can be downloaded from online sources such as Steam. The Don’t Starve Together game is a social survival game where players need to collect resources, make tools, fight monsters, and cooperate with each other to survive longer. Similar to other social survival games (e.g. Minecraft), Don’t Starve Together requires players to collect specific combinations of resources in order to build things, without which they will be vulnerable to various dangers and likely lose the game via player death, though there are multiple
strategies that can be pursued (i.e. free-form). Moreover, it has cooperative multi-player gameplay modes (used here), which allow the players to cooperate on such tasks to survive. The tasks are under time constraints, however, as the level of danger gradually increases over time. As such, the game represents a free-form yet goal-oriented cooperative gameplay environment.

Along with providing an ideal gameplay environment, the *Don’t Starve Together* game is heavily customizable through the use of game modification tools, which allow users to alter the mechanics of the in-game environment and non-player-character (NPC) behaviors through the LUA programming language. For our experiments, a custom “Game Mod” was developed in LUA with two aims in mind. First, we wanted to create “game data writing” functionality, so that we could collect real-time data about the game state at every moment. That included information about player status, inventory, movement, items equipped, attacking/fighting, time of day, and entities in the players’ immediate environment (e.g., monsters, structures). Second, we wanted to create customizable scenarios within the game to be able to control the types of interactions between the avatar and human. That included a fixed starting position with various resources immediately available (“advanced start”), providing a constant source of light at that starting position in order to encourage players to return to it periodically to encourage more social interaction (“base camp”), and setting the minimum health level at 10% so that players could not die guaranteeing every experiment game session could last approximately the same amount of time, e.g. 30 minutes (“partial invincibility”). During the experiments, human participants were not informed of those game modifications, however.

The Game Mod ran in parallel to the avatar’s speech system (i.e. Social AI), so that the written game data could be used in real-time to make the avatar aware of in-game events which then affected the kinds of speech utterances it produced. In other words, the speech utterances were context-specific. Additionally, the written game data was used later for analysis to try to understand differences in speech patterns across conditions and languages (see Section 2.5).

### 2.3 Experiments

For the experiments here, we recruited 60 participants, 30 Korean speakers and 30 English speakers, recruited via university message boards. All participants were either native speakers or had advanced proficiency in either English (TOEIC Level B2) or Korean (TOPIK Level C1, aka “level 5”). The genders were balanced, with 28 males and 32 females, with an average age of roughly 23.5 years. The sample was 47% female on the Korean side, and 56% female on the English side. The Korean speakers were all native L1 speakers living in Korea. The English speakers were university exchange students in Korea, primarily from North America and Europe (i.e. a mix of L1 and L2 speakers) that met the proficiency criteria above. There were no exclusion criteria based on game skill level or video game experience. The game used in this study (*Don’t Starve Together*) was purposely chosen because it is considered accessible for all ages and skill levels.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of 3 conditions (described in Section 2.4). All participants were provided a brief 5-minute tutorial for how to play the game prior to the start of the experiment, in either Korean or English. The experiments were approved by the Hanyang University IRB (#HYU-2021-138).
The experimental setup involved two computers in two separate rooms, one for the human participant ("player computer") and one for the virtual avatar where its code was run ("confederate computer"), both linked to the same online game server. The player computer was further equipped with an HD camera, headphones, and Blue Snowball microphone for high-quality audio-visual input/output. Each game session involved one human participant and the virtual avatar, engaging in a 30-minute game session on a private server in 2-player cooperative gameplay mode. We set up a Zoom meeting to allow direct audio-visual communication between the human and avatar while playing the game, in a side-by-side configuration. An example of this can be seen in Figure 1. During the game session, the virtual avatar interacted autonomously with the human participant through speech and basic gestures via Zoom, though the in-game character actions were controlled surreptitiously by a human confederate on the confederate computer. The confederate could hear and see the participant through Zoom. However, participants were not informed about the existence of the confederate, and all external sound input from the confederate side was shut off from Zoom so only the virtual avatar appeared or spoke in Zoom on the participant’s end, so as far as the participant knew they were just playing the game with the avatar.

![Figure 1: Gameplay example during experiment (human vs avatar)](image)

During each experiment, we collected three main types of data: audio-visual recordings of the gameplay, written game data, and instrument data of human perceptions. We used OBS Studio (https://obsproject.com/) to record the entire computer screen during gameplay, including the game window itself as well as the Zoom window of simultaneous social interactions. That allowed us to later extract the speech from the recordings for both the avatar and human player synced with in-game gameplay events. Additionally we collected written game data via the Game Mod (see Section 2.2), so we could later analyze how different gameplay events influenced the interaction. We also collected several common HRI instruments at the end of each game session, such as the Godspeed scale (Bartneck et al., 2009) for measuring general perceptions of a robot/agent and the Networked Minds instrument (Biocca et al., 2001) for measuring social presence (Oh et al., 2018). The Godspeed
scale was originally developed to understand how perceptions affect the interaction between a robot/agent and a human and has been extensively used throughout the HRI field over the past decade. Meanwhile, the Networked Minds scale originally came from the psychology field and was aimed at understanding human interactions with computers, e.g. chatbots or virtual reality agents, in comparison to social interactions between humans.

2.4 Experimental Conditions

As noted in section 2.3, the experiments described here consisted of 3 conditions that involved different alterations of the virtual avatar’s speech behavior. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three, equally split by language. The first condition (“Control”) served as our control condition. The speech system was run normally as originally designed (see Section 2.1) without any modification or manipulation.

In the second condition (H2), the avatar’s speech system was modified so that the avatar was “less chatty” than the other conditions (i.e. talked less). This was accomplished by implementing a priority system for different kinds of utterances, where some utterances had a higher priority level and others had a lower priority level. We then deployed a control mechanism that could be turned up or down like a volume dial so that only utterances above the threshold would be spoken. The result was that the avatar would talk less if the threshold was set higher, and vice versa. For the H2 condition in this study, we set the threshold up high, so that only high priority utterances were produced by the avatar related to critical situations (e.g. imminent danger, monster attacks, starvation). The priority system was developed through a data-driven analysis of human vs human gameplay recordings, described in detail in (Bennett et al., 2022b).

In the third condition (H3), the avatar’s speech system was modified to have less “speech awareness” and thus be more likely to repeat things it already just said. This is rooted in the concept of Social Inhibition of Return (social IOR), which is based on IOR models from various human sensory functions such as vision (Nafcha et al., 2020). The fundamental idea is that there are mechanisms in the brains of naturally intelligent organisms (including humans) that inhibit us from repeating the same behavior in a short period of time (e.g., 2-3 seconds) in order to maximize task efficiency (e.g., during visual “information foraging”) (Klein & MaclInnes, 1999). A failure in these mechanisms is thought to play a role in human mental illness, such as obsessive-compulsive disorder. In the context of social IOR, these mechanisms are also important to produce fluid natural behavior, rather than repetitive “robot-like behavior” (Nafcha et al., 2020). In all other experimental conditions, the avatar system had a built-in social IOR mechanism which utilized the top-level utterance categories from the speech hierarchy (7 total) so that the Social AI maintained an internal array to keep track of recently spoken categories, with a “counter” that counted down a certain number of seconds during which any further utterances within that same category were suppressed (though the AI could still make utterances from other categories). This counter was set to 3 seconds, based on prior research on social IOR in humans. However, in this H3 condition here, that social IOR mechanism was turned off. The virtual avatar was free to repeat itself frequently, even sometimes before the human had a chance to respond to the first utterance.
2.5 Analysis Approach

For the analysis of language differences in this paper, we first extracted the speech data from the OBS recordings of the experiments in order to create data for NLP analysis. This entailed using speaker diarization via Google Cloud services to automatically identify avatar and human participant speech in the recorded video of each game session, resulting in output transcripts with timestamps (so they could be synced with in-game gameplay events). It was necessary to perform some post-diarization manual cleanup of those transcripts to ensure accuracy. The speech data was then analyzed in multiple ways, by both language and condition. That analysis entailed various statistical methods (t-tests, ANOVAs, etc.) and data visualizations performed in either Python or R, which are described in the relevant sections in the results below (see Section 3). Unless otherwise noted, the language comparisons were performed with two-tailed independent-samples t-tests, while condition comparisons were performed using one-way ANOVAs. Two-way ANOVAs by language and condition were also performed, but we only detected a significant interaction effect for one particular analysis (interruption frequency), so for the most part those results are omitted here for brevity. A visual flow chart for the overall analysis process is shown in Figure 2.

![Flow Chart of Overall Analysis Process](image)

To understand the basic frequency of speech, utterance counts were calculated for both the human and avatar. Utterance counts for the avatar were further separated into two categories: self-generated speech and ASR responses to human speech. We also conducted sentiment analysis using lexical
parsing via VADER (Hutto & Gilbert, 2014). For English, VADER was used directly, while a scientifically-validated Vader-like dictionary was used in Korean (Park et al., 2020). We additionally conducted an interruption analysis, looking for places where either the avatar interrupted the human participant by speaking while the human was still speaking (i.e. inter-pausal unit, or IPU), or vice versa the human interrupted the avatar (Skantze, 2021). This was done through manual annotation of the speech transcript data, by identifying places where timestamps of utterances overlapped without any pause between. Finally, we analyzed the instrument data to evaluate whether there were differences in the human perceptions of the avatar social interaction during gameplay.

3. Results

3.1 Utterance Counts

To get an overall sense of the frequency of speech for both the avatar and human participant, we first undertook an analysis of utterance counts. An overall comparison of utterance counts across all experiments can be seen in Table 1, comparing differences between the human and avatar (regardless of language or condition), based on two-tailed independent-sample t-tests. As can be seen in the table, there were significant differences in the speech frequencies of the human and avatar (henceforth indicated as * = 0.05 level, ** = 0.01 level, *** = 0.001 level). This was to be expected, as humans have a greater range of speech capabilities than our current state-of-the-art conversational agents. There were also different types of avatar speech (self-generated vs. ASR response), though that was by design. As shown in Figure 3, roughly 80% of the avatar’s speech was self-generated based on contextual gameplay events, while the remaining 20% were ASR-based responses to human speech.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories 1</th>
<th>Category 2</th>
<th>Cat1 Mean (std)</th>
<th>Cat2 Mean (std)</th>
<th>p-val</th>
<th>Sign.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Avatar</td>
<td>68.88 (61.97)</td>
<td>48.1 (39.21)</td>
<td>0.03040</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Avatar-self generated</td>
<td>68.88 (61.97)</td>
<td>39.75 (34.19)</td>
<td>0.00190</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Avatar-ASR</td>
<td>68.88 (61.97)</td>
<td>8.35 (10.65)</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar</td>
<td>Avatar-self generated</td>
<td>48.1 (39.21)</td>
<td>39.75 (34.19)</td>
<td>0.21620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar</td>
<td>Avatar-ASR</td>
<td>48.1 (39.21)</td>
<td>8.35 (10.65)</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar-self generated</td>
<td>Avatar-ASR</td>
<td>39.75 (34.19)</td>
<td>8.35 (10.65)</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We then analyzed the utterance counts in more detail, by language (Table 2) and by condition (Table 3). As can be seen in Table 2, the utterance counts were significantly different between English speakers and Korean speakers for all types of speech (both human and avatar). Table 3 shows however that the amount of human speech was not significantly different across conditions, but that it was different for the avatar particularly for condition H2, which was by design (in the H2 condition the avatar was deliberately made “less chatty”, see Section 2.4). We do note that despite the language differences, the patterns across conditions were quite similar between English and Korean, as can be seen in the visualizations in Figure 4 and Figure 5. We also note that modifications of the avatar’s speech behavior across conditions did not seem to impact the utterance counts of the human participant, but we will see that those modifications did impact other aspects of the speech interaction (sentiment, interruptions, etc.) in later Results sections.

Table 2: Utterance Counts, by Language

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>English Mean (std)</th>
<th>Korean Mean (std)</th>
<th>p-val</th>
<th>Sign.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>105.38 (69.65)</td>
<td>34.74 (23.09)</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar</td>
<td>71.38 (42.01)</td>
<td>26.32 (19.06)</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar-self generated</td>
<td>56.69 (38.94)</td>
<td>23.9 (18.63)</td>
<td>0.00010</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar-ASR</td>
<td>14.69 (11.6)</td>
<td>2.42 (4.71)</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Utterance Counts, by Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control Mean (std)</th>
<th>H2 Mean (std)</th>
<th>H3 Mean (std)</th>
<th>p-val</th>
<th>Sign.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>English</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>122.67 (54.87)</td>
<td>124.7 (86.77)</td>
<td>70.5 (53.1)</td>
<td>0.10281</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar</td>
<td>99.44 (18.02)</td>
<td>18.4 (12.62)</td>
<td>99.1 (16.77)</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar-self generated</td>
<td>79.33 (10.93)</td>
<td>5.7 (3.34)</td>
<td>87.3 (12.54)</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar-ASR</td>
<td>20.11 (11.24)</td>
<td>12.7 (12.33)</td>
<td>11.8 (10.56)</td>
<td>0.25240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Korean</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>35.1 (18.46)</td>
<td>37.45 (23.84)</td>
<td>31.4 (27.98)</td>
<td>0.87367</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar</td>
<td>32.6 (17.68)</td>
<td>7 (7.77)</td>
<td>41.3 (9.06)</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar-self generated</td>
<td>30.8 (16.87)</td>
<td>3.82 (3.68)</td>
<td>39.1 (7.36)</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatar-ASR</td>
<td>1.8 (1.48)</td>
<td>3.18 (7.32)</td>
<td>2.2 (3.33)</td>
<td>0.80341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What is interesting here is that there were such stark differences in the utterance counts between the languages, despite using the exact same speech hierarchy generated by native speakers as well as using the exact same ASR/TTS cloud technology to detect/generate speech during the experiments. It is possible that was due to the lack of speech interaction from Korean speakers (who on average spoke less frequently), the limitations of current ASR/TTS technology in non-English languages, or perhaps the way the Korean players played the game. To that latter possibility, one potential explanation was that the Korean speakers were not as “adventurous” during gameplay for some reason, which led to encountering less gameplay events that would trigger speech interaction. We return to this topic in the Discussion section.

Figure 4: English Utterance Counts, by Condition. The y-axis represents the average number of utterances per participant (and standard deviation).
3.2 Sentiment Analysis

We performed a sentiment analysis to evaluate whether there were differences in the affective communication of the speech content between the Korean and English speakers, based on English and Korean versions of VADER (Hutto & Gilbert, 2014; Park et al., 2020). Results can be seen in Figure 6, broken out by human speech and avatar speech for each language. Given the differences in utterance counts between the languages, these are expressed as percentages (rather than raw counts) for a fair comparison.

As can be seen in the two right-side columns in Figure 6, the sentiment percentages for the avatar speech were quite similar between Korean and English. However, for the human participants’ speech (left 2 columns), the sentiment was notably different between languages. The “Neutral” category was the same, but Korean speakers had much higher percentage of negative utterances than English speakers (21.1% vs. 12.1%, respectively). Meanwhile the inverse was true for English speakers, who were made more frequent positive utterances than Korean speakers on average (24.8% vs. 14.1%). In short, the Korean speakers were more negative, while the English speakers were more positive. Two-tailed independent samples t-test was calculated as $p=0.0012$ for negative sentiment (std dev: 11.2 KOR, 7.49 ENG, n=60), with positive sentiment having a similar $p$-value of 0.003 (std dev: 10.6 KOR, 10.7 ENG, n=60). We also analyzed differences across condition, but found none (results omitted here for brevity).
The language differences in sentiment could perhaps partially explain the differences in utterance counts between languages (see Section 3.1), whereas if the Korean speakers had a more negative experience they may have been inclined to talk less and/or be less adventurous during gameplay. In general, many of the positive/negative sentiment utterances in both languages related to resources, player status (e.g. hunger, health), and monsters. Adversely, it could also be explained as a cultural difference between Western and East Asian mindsets, either in terms of expectations of how to cooperate during social interaction (e.g. cooperative gameplay) or simply linguistic differences leading to different communication styles (Sanchez-Burks et al., 2003; Imada et al., 2013; Yum, 1988; Liddell & Williams, 2019). Another possible explanation could be technological, i.e. differences in the original English-based VADER and the Korean-version VADER that we used. Though, if that was the case then we would have expected there to also be differences in the sentiment analysis of the avatar’s speech, which we did not detect.

3.3 Interruption Analysis

We performed an analysis of speech interruptions to evaluate whether there were differences in the frequency of interruptions by language and by condition, for both the human participant and the avatar. Interruptions were defined as speech that overlapped the other player’s speech (IPU) rather than waiting for them to finish speaking, regardless of whether it was accidental or not. More broadly, such interruptions can be viewed as failures of proper turn-taking during a social interaction (Skantze, 2021).
Results can be seen in Table 4. Since there were differences in the utterance counts between language and condition (see Section 3.1), the interruption counts were calculated as a percentage of the total utterance count within each category, for fair comparison.

Table 4: Interruption Frequency (interruptions as percentage of total utterance count)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Avatar Mean (std)</th>
<th>Human Mean (std)</th>
<th>p-val</th>
<th>Sign.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>2.6% (0.61)</td>
<td>1.4% (0.38)</td>
<td>0.00030</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>1.1% (0.47)</td>
<td>1.4% (1.08)</td>
<td>0.16830</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Condition</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>2.5% (0.83)</td>
<td>1.1% (0.33)</td>
<td>0.00010</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>1.0% (0.61)</td>
<td>2.6% (1.61)</td>
<td>0.00010</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>2.1% (0.58)</td>
<td>0.4% (0.20)</td>
<td>0.00010</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall</strong></td>
<td>1.9% (0.39)</td>
<td>1.4% (0.58)</td>
<td>0.02170</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are several key takeaways from Table 4. First, the **avatar was much more likely to interrupt in English**, even after controlling for differences in utterance counts. The reason for that is unclear. There were no differences on the human side between languages. We also note that a more detailed analysis showed that the differences for the avatar across conditions were also primarily on the English language side (data not shown for brevity). There was a significant interaction effect ($p$-val=0.025) for the avatar by language and condition, which was the only significant one detected for any analysis in the entire study. As for the conditions, the **human participant was much more likely to interrupt when the avatar spoke less (condition H2)**, and vice versa for the avatar interruptions. One possible interpretation was that this was due to the human participant trying to “fill the empty space” in the conversation when the avatar was spoke less, which inadvertently led to an increased frequency of interruptions by the human. This is something to consider during future design of interactive devices, conversational agents, and other HRI systems.

Figure 7: Interruption Frequency Correlations with Utterance Counts (by speaker and speech type)
Another question we had was whether the interruption frequency by the avatar was more related to its self-generated speech or its ASR-based responses to human speech. In other words, were the interruptions due to the avatar making self-generated comments about the gameplay situation or due it trying to converse with the human based on human prompts. To see if there were any clues to this, we conducted a correlation analysis comparing avatar and human interruptions with the utterance counts of different types of speech (human, avatar, avatar self-generated, avatar ASR). The results are shown in Figure 7.

There are several interesting things in that figure, but we would direct the reader’s attention to one thing of particular note. **For both human interruptions and avatar interruptions, the frequency was more correlated with the avatar’s ASR responses rather than the self-generated speech** (human: 0.53 vs 0.30, avatar: 0.61 vs 0.47). In other words, the interruption patterns did seem to relate more to the ASR-based attempts by the avatar to converse with the human participant, which likely indicates that there need to be other indicators of "turn taking" beyond just the content of the human speech itself during cooperative gameplay in HRI. Those indicators might include acoustic features of speech or possibly non-verbal cues, but they will likely need to be linguistically and/or culturally specific. For instance, rising or falling pitch is used in some languages (but not all) to indicate the end of one speaker’s turn (Skantze, 2021).

### 3.4 Instrument Data Analysis

We also analyzed the instrument data to evaluate whether there were differences in the human perceptions of the avatar social interaction during cooperative gameplay. This was focused on general perceptions of the virtual avatar (using the Godspeed instrument) as well as perceptions of its social presence (using the Networked Minds instrument), which are described in Section 2. Results can be seen in Table 5 (by language) and Table 6 (by condition). To summarize, there were significant differences in general perceptions by language, but not for social presence. **English participants rated the virtual avatar more highly than the Korean speakers.** In contrast, there were significant differences in social presence by condition, but not language. There were no significant interaction effects in any case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Korean</th>
<th>p-val</th>
<th>Sign.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Godspeed</strong></td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>0.04030</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM Self</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.66673</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM Other</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>0.27737</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM Avg Difference</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.65475</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>H2</th>
<th>H3</th>
<th>p-val</th>
<th>Sign.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Godspeed</strong></td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>0.07931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM Self</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>0.02268</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM Other</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>0.00740</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM Avg Difference</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.23611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The critical aspect of the Networked Minds instrument however is not so much the raw values, but rather how correlated the ratings of “Self” and “Other” are. Higher correlations indicate a higher degree of social presence, in that the human feels a greater sense of connection with the agent they are interacting with, in terms of actions, intent, emotion, etc. (Biocca et al., 2001). As such, we evaluated the correlations between NM Self and NM Other, by language and condition. The results are shown in Table 7.

Table 7: Networked Minds Correlations (social presence), by Language and Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>H2</th>
<th>H3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>0.843</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The key takeaway from Table 7 is that Korean speakers and English speakers responded very differently to the Control and H2 conditions. Koreans felt less social presence during the Control condition (when the avatar was less repetitive), while English felt less social presence during H2 (when the avatar was less chatty). Both groups reported very similar values for H3, when social IOR was turned off so that the avatar was still spoke more like the Control condition but engaged in more repetitive speech behaviors (see Section 2.4). It is not clear why these differences exist, but we suspect they are related to cultural differences between East Asian cultures and Western cultures in terms of the social norms that govern appropriate social interaction behavior (Masuda et al., 2008; Stankov, 2015; Bennett et al., 2014; Bennett & Weiss, 2022).

4. Discussion

4.1 Summary of Results

The primary goal of this study was to evaluate whether there are differences across languages in how people interact with a robot or virtual avatar in cooperative game environments, where the human and artificial agent must socially interact and cooperate in order to succeed at some goal. To that end, we ran a series of experiments with 60 participants (30 English speakers and 30 Korean speakers) interacting with a bilingual virtual avatar capable of autonomous speech interactions during gameplay (Bennett et al., 2022b). The experiments included several conditions, in which we modified the avatar’s speech behavior in different ways. We collected multiple types of data, including audio-visual recordings of interactions between the human and avatar, speech data for both the human and avatar, gameplay data, and instrument data on human perceptions of the virtual avatar agent.

Based on extensive analysis of that data, the main results can be summarized as follows. First, there were notable differences between English and Korean in the amount of spoken utterances during each game session, despite the avatar using the same speech system and technology platform in both languages (with speech content that had been generated by native speakers). Sentiment analysis of the utterances made during the experiments also showed that Korean speakers were more negative, while the English speakers were more positive, which may relate to differences in
communication styles between East Asian and Western cultures. An analysis of speech interruptions showed that the avatar was nearly twice as likely to interrupt the human when speaking in English, rather than Korean, and that the human was more likely to interrupt the avatar when it was less “chatty” (i.e. spoke less). Furthermore, interruptions by both the human and the avatar were more correlated with the avatar’s ASR-based responses to human speech (i.e. its attempts to converse with the human) rather than its self-generated utterances about the game situation. Finally, the instrument data showed that English speakers generally rated the avatar more highly than the Korean speakers (in terms of perceptions of animacy, likeability etc.). On the other hand, the English speakers had higher perceptions of social presence with the avatar when it was more chatty, while the Korean speakers had higher perceptions when it engaged in more repetitive speech behavior. Relative to our initial study goals (see Section 1.3), these findings can be summarized as:

1) There were significant differences in human speech behavior across languages (e.g. amount of speech, speech sentiment)

2) Altering the avatar’s speech behavior produced different effects in different languages, such as turn-taking behavior (i.e. frequency of speech interruptions)

3) Human perceptions of the virtual avatar (as rated on standardized HRI instruments) were significantly affected by both #1 and #2 above

The reasons for all these differences are not entirely clear at this point, but potentially may relate to cultural differences between East Asian cultures and Western cultures in terms of the social norms that govern appropriate social interaction behavior (Masuda et al., 2008; Stankov, 2015; Bennett et al., 2014; Bennett & Weiss, 2022). We discuss the implications of this for HRI and autonomous speech systems in the next section.

4.2 Implications

The results presented in this research have a number of implications for HRI, conversational agents, and other autonomous speech systems. In short, if there are subtly different communication styles across languages and cultures, this will create challenges to the development of those kinds of interactive technologies. Previous research on the differences in human-human interaction are plentiful, going back to Yum’s (1988) seminal work on the subject. For instance, Confucian principles lead to stronger indirect communication and in-group/out-group signaling being embedded into East Asian languages, whereas Western languages like English have a more outcome-oriented focus with direct communication. Those kinds of differences in communication style have been shown to impact a wide array of scenarios, including work environments (Sanchez-Burks et al., 2003), responses to accidents (Liddell & Williams, 2019), and early childhood development in elementary school age children (Imada et al., 2013).

Moreover, similar to the results with the virtual avatar in this paper, we are seeing the same phenomenon of cross-cultural differences in another study using an entirely robotic platform. That study involved placing physical robotic pets into user homes in East Asia and the United States, with
the Asian participants reporting greater negative sentiment towards the interactions and a desire for the robotic pet's behaviors to be “more subdued” in nature (Bennett et al., 2022a).

Previous work, including our own, has argued for creating more culturally-aware artificial agents, which are adaptive to the kinds of situated use cases that occur in different cultural and linguistic settings (Lee & Sabanovic, 2014; Bruno et al., 2018; Sabanovic et al., 2014). However, more recent research has shown that cultural homophily (e.g. an agent adapted to a specific set of cultural attributes) in and of itself does not necessarily always correspond to better performance of a robot or higher ratings by human users (Lim et al., 2021). Our results here provide further support for those recent findings, suggesting that it may in fact be necessary to design social robots and interactive agents explicitly for different cultural and linguistic settings, with fundamentally different models of behavior specific to those settings.

4.3 Limitations

There are also a number of limitations to this work that need to be mentioned. First of all, we should be clear that the interpretation of the observed differences between Korean and English speakers in the results here as being related to underlying cultural differences is our own interpretation. It is based on existing research on the topic (see Section 4.2) and the concept of linguistic relativity affecting how people think and behave (Athanasopoulos & Casaponsa, 2020; Wang & Wei, 2021), as well some of our own past research on cross-cultural differences during HRI. However, it is possible that language differences are simply that, and unrelated to broader cultural differences. Definitively teasing apart those possible explanations is difficult at best, and more research is warranted on the topic.

There are also some limitations relative to our experimental design. For instance, we have no baseline condition here to compare human-human interactions during the same experimental setup. We have conducted some initial pilot tests into that with a few participants, and the results were similar to those here in this paper, but the sample size was limited. We are planning a larger full experiment in the future, but for now it remains an open question as to whether these results reflect human-human interaction patterns during gameplay more broadly, though there is some existing research that suggests that it should be reflective, at least in some situations (Banks & Bowman, 2016; Pino et al., 2021). Similarly, we did not vary the virtual avatar’s appearance during the current experiments, instead using the same ethnically-ambiguous Loomie avatar for all experiments (see Figure 1). However, appearance is something that is known to impact human interactions with artificial agents, both virtual and embodied (McDonnell & Mutlu, 2021), which is something that could be explored further during speech interactions.

Finally, we note that throughout this paper we have often mentioned virtual avatars and physically-embodied robots in conjunction, though there are potentially significant differences between virtual agents and physical agents when it comes to human interaction. That is a topic that has been extensively studied in the field of HRI, including some of our own past work (Deng et al., 2019; Bennett & Sabanovic, 2014). However, it is a complicated issue, and many robots now include “digital interfaces” (e.g. screens) that incorporate both embodied interaction as well as virtual interaction on the same platform (i.e. “mixed reality”) (Holz et al., 2009; Groechel et al., 2019; Prattico & Lamberti, 2020). Suffice it to say, it would be interesting to see if the results observed here would replicate on
physically-embodied multi-lingual robotic platforms or whether there would be any notable differences. That is an area ripe for future research.

4.4 Future Work

There are a number of potential research avenues left for future work on this subject. For instance, we are currently conducting a study with bilingual participants, to look at the effects of “language switching” during a single game session (averse to using only one language the whole time, like the experiments reported here). It is possible bilingual participants may show different effects, or that the effects may change when the language switching occurs depending on how they allocate their cognitive resources during the game in their dominant vs. non-dominant language. Along with that, we are conducting a separate study looking at the effects of “anticipatory speech”, where the virtual avatar attempts to predict future game events right before they happen and talk about them, rather than only talking about events that already occurred or currently happening. Much natural human speech involves talking about future plans, which is a core part of social cohesiveness in many cultures (De Waal & Ferrari, 2010).

![Distance Traveled during Gameplay](image)

Figure 8: Distance Traveled during Gameplay (example from one participant). Represented by the human and avatar in-game position over time, where (0,0) is the fixed starting point on our customized game map.

Beyond those current ongoing studies, we are also analyzing in-game actions in more detail, such as distance traveled and whether specific in-game interactions (e.g. monster encounters) affected the speech interactions. Hypothetically, one possible explanation for some of our results here is that Korean speakers were less “adventurous” than English speakers within the game, which thus lead to differences in speech. For example, Figure 8 shows how we can map the in-game movement of the human and avatar, which could then be converted into metrics to compare across languages and
conditions. The best way to go about that though is something that requires more study, in order to clearly link cooperative gameplay patterns to speech behavior.

We are also working on computer vision components to examine the interplay of verbal and non-verbal aspects (facial expressions, gestures), which was not considered in the current study. For instance, it is possible such non-verbal aspects may be capable of generating improved turn-taking capabilities by the virtual avatar, which in turn might lead to a reduced difference in the number of interruptions between languages. However, on the other hand, we do know from previous research in such cooperative game environments that direct face-to-face interactions during gameplay seem to be sparse and linked to sporadic game events (i.e. players primarily focus on the game itself) (Bennett et al., 2022b). There are also existing research challenges in regards to effectively integrating multi-modal audio and visual data streams in real time, which remain to be addressed (Tsai et al., 2019). More research is needed on these topics.
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